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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This revised Bird Management Strategy (BMS) was commissioned by Tarmac Ltd in
relation to the proposed further extension to sand and gravel working at Nosterfield
Quarry (hereafter referred to as the Langwith Hall Extension), North Yorkshire. It
includes updates on, and appropriately revises the Bird Management Strategy
previously prepared and approved in relation to the Ladybridge Farm Extension,
Nosterfield Quarry in 2008.

1.2

The primary purpose of the BMS is to ensure that the risk of birdstrike to air traffic from
RAF stations at Leeming (and Disforth), so far as is practical, is not increased, rather
than the removal of that risk.
The objectives of the BMS are therefore to: •

assist determination of the ambient risk of birdstrike, including review of
collated bird monitoring data, and define / agree the acceptable parameters of
the relevant (identified) flocking bird populations,

•

as required, prevent hazardous / high risk, flocking birds habituating / breeding
at Nosterfield Quarry but also to positively conserve birds of the specific BAP
and conservation concern as part of the longer term management of the
Nosterfield Quarry site,

•

to make provision for control of flocking bird numbers if deemed necessary - by
dispersing and reducing levels of hazardous bird populations and to identify the
responsibilities for the required action, and

•

to ensure, so far as is practical, that birdstrike risk at Nosterfield Quarry is not
increased by the working and restoration of the proposed Langwith Hall
Extension by incorporation of appropriate operational and restoration design
measures.

1.3

The relevant bird species include species identified by the competent Authorities,
including the Civil Aviation Authority (2008), as potentially causing significant risk. Given
the nature of the restoration to significant areas of wetland at Nosterfield Quarry, it is
anticipated that wildfowl species associated with water bodies, particularly feral Canada
and Greylag Geese (which are of no conservation value), together with certain gull spp.,
would form the species of interest.

1.4

A revised BMS is now required in the light of the proposed Langwith Hall Extension
development and Nosterfield Quarry's location in relation to RAF’s operational bases
Leeming (and Dishforth). In the event of the Leeming and Dishforth licensed
aerodrome(s) closing, the provisions of this Document would cease to apply. In the
event of substantive changes taking place to the operational nature of the aerodromes,
either occasioned by the RAF or by another licensed airfield operator, a review of the
need for this document would be undertaken or any changes which might be
appropriately made to it would be agreed with North Yorkshire County Council (the
Mineral Planning Authority).

1.5

The BMS has been drawn up to reflect the terms of Paragraph x, Schedule y of the
Section 106 Agreement together with Conditions of Planning Permission xxxxxxxxxand
the modification of Condition xx of the Planning Permission xxxxxxxxx Langwith Hall
Extension, Nosterfield Quarry, for Tarmac Northern Ltd relating to the currently
permitted development at Nosterfield Quarry. (to be completed.)
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1.6

The current restoration proposal drawing, including the proposed Langwith Extension, is
Drawing Number Tarmac No. xxxxxxxxxx/ GKL6.2B (August 2010) Figure No. GKL6.2B:
Proposed Outline Restoration, Nosterfield Quarry (August 2010).to be completed

1.7

Paragraph x of Schedule y of the draft Section 106 Agreement requires that
Tarmac Ltd submit a Bird Management Strategy for Nosterfield Quarry to North
Yorkshire County Council for its written approval, to be completed

1.8

The BMS, drawn up as part of the Section 106 Agreement associated with the proposed
Langwith Extension, sets out details of passive control measures to be adopted – both
on the proposed Langwith Hall Extension site and on those areas of Nosterfield Quarry
under the control of Tarmac Ltd on the Nosterfield Quarry site - to ensure that a level of
successful breeding and establishment of a significant resident population of feral
geese, gulls and other identified ‘flocking’ bird species in excess of the current baseline
is avoided so far as is practical.

1.9

It would primarily rely on the following measures:•

the design of the proposed residual water body configurations, lake shorelines,
lake margin planting proposals – using fringing reed (rather than more extensive
reed beds which can attract flocking starlings in winter) and selected ‘dry land’
habitats at Nosterfield Quarry - would be designed and formed to minimise their
attractiveness to large flocking birds, such as feral geese,

•

the design and maintenance of appropriate lake edge / shoreline profiles and
the establishment and management of enclosing marginal planting is in
accordance with the approved design details for the duration of the long-term
management of the site, under the terms of the S106 Agreement.

•

access to the site, at reasonable times and upon reasonable written notice, is to
be granted to North Yorkshire County Council and the Ministry of Defence
(Defence Estates) personnel for the purposes of verifying target bird
populations.

1.10

The S106 Agreement would also provide for the transposition of the provisions of the
BMS into a longer term Restoration Management Plan for Nosterfield Quarry to be
prepared by Tarmac Ltd. This Restoration Management Plan (RMP) would allow the
detailed deterrent measures, which are discussed below, to be taken forward on an 'on
the ground' management basis to particular parts of the site. Thus whilst, for example,
the establishment of fringing reed margins and wet woodland around the water areas
can be identified here as a control mechanism to be used in order to discourage target
bird access to the water areas, the Nosterfield Quarry RMP would identify exactly when
and how those measures and mechanisms would be managed, together with their
working relationship to other restoration management measures.
The RMP for
Nosterfield Quarry for the proposed operations of the Langwith Hall Extension would
therefore be drawn up to reflect the BMS document and would include identification of
appropriate passive cont and it would accord with Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
authority guidelines (CAP772).

1.11

The BMS document provides the required details in relation to the management
of ‘target’ bird species, as detailed under the terms of the S106 Agreement (paragraph x
Schedule x). to be completed. This document and its provisions relate not only to the
Langwith Hall Extension site area but would also be applied to the previously restored
areas of Nosterfield Quarry as a whole. (check and define what area this BMS is to
cover /exclude?)
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1.11

The aim of this document is to achieve the minimisation of additional risk caused by
(large) flocking birds assembling on the restored Nosterfield Quarry site in significant
numbers, rather than the removal of such risk. As such, it contains broad strategies
based on sound science which should lead to ‘risk reduction’. These strategies have
already been formally adopted (as part of the Ladybridge Farm Extension), and would
continue to be incorporated, as considered appropriate, into detailed design and
implementation of the overall Nosterfield Quarry site restoration.

1.12

Within these parameters, the Langwith Extension site restoration, the associated
creation of habitats at Nosterfield Quarry and subsequent restored site habitat
management would therefore aim to support the Tarmac North Yorkshire Quarries
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) / Nosterfield Quarry BAP process when the control of
flocking birds is not compromised.
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1.

Flocking Bird Species

2.1.1

The flocking birds of potential concern at the proposed Langwith Extension, Nosterfield
have been primarily identified as the wildfowl, especially geese (both feral and wild) and
ducks.
However, gulls, cormorants, lapwing and, occasionally, woodpigeons and
starlings, are also identified as more occasional, but still potential ‘risk creating species.
This document is primarily concerned with these groups. Appendix 1 identifies the main
species of potential concern.

2.1.2

Flocking bird species are already present in numbers in and around the existing wetland
areas of Nosterfield Quarry to the west and to the south-west (Nosterfield Nature
Reserve), and may be anticipated to be present, on an occasional and reduced basis,
on both the restored Ladybridge Farm Extension and the finally restored Langwith Hall
Extension sites. However, it is impractical to try and ensure that no target birds visit the
site.

2.1.3

Visits by flocking bird species to the Nosterfield Quarry site are to be expected.
However, the provisions within this BMS would seek to ensure that such ‘visits’ to the
site are restricted to a level acceptable to MOD(Defence Estates), are of short duration
and that increased numbers of flocking bird species do not become ‘habituated’ to the
site.

2.1.4

The main aim of the BMS is, therefore, to minimise the risk of large flocking birds being
attracted to the working quarry site and establishing on the restored wetland areas of
Nosterfield Quarry. The implementation of the passive control / restoration design and
site management provisions detailed within this strategy (and encompassed in the
Restoration Management Plan) would result in both the working and the restored areas
of Nosterfield Quarry having an appropriate controlling effect on local populations of
target bird species.

2.1.5

Particular bird species are regarded as being a hazard to aircraft due to their flocking
behaviour, individual and population sizes and are seen as a potential problem by MOD,
even when populations exist at some distance from an operational aerodrome.
For example,

2.1.6

•

Gulls commonly soar up to 450m in clear weather and are regarded as a
recurring hazard at aerodromes,

•

Most wildfowl are relatively large bird, such as geese, and fly in tight formations,
making them a potentially significant hazard to aircraft.

There are two key habitats that are particularly attractive to large flocking birds such as
the geese, duck and gulls. These habitats are:
•

Large areas of open water (ponds and lakes) providing security from predators
during periods of rest / roosting.

•

Areas of short grassland with good ‘all round’ views for the birds: (this contrasts
with areas of tall grass (minimum 15 -20cm cm tall) which are not only
significantly less palatable to wildfowl but also increase the sense of ‘insecurity’
(in relation to their natural predators, such as foxes) amongst flocking birds.
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Taller grassland vegetation inhibits ‘views out’ / increases insecurity of potential
flocking bird species, such as / gulls / corvids, which feed on soil invertebrates).
2.1.7

Open water can also provide roosting areas for the target species, with ducks and
geese particularly favouring islands for roosting because they, again, serve as secure,
‘predator-free’ areas. Gulls will roost on the open water, especially on larger water
bodies which again allow clear views over large surrounding distances (here assessed
as more than a radius of 100m from mid-point of water body, or some 200m shoreline to
shoreline).

2.1.8

Marginal and submerged aquatic vegetation in shallow water up to 1.5m depth provides
feeding opportunities for wildfowl. The diving duck species (e.g. pochard, Aythya ferina)
are able to dive under the water to a depth of up to 3m – 4m to feed on submerged
vegetation and invertebrates: geese and dabbling ducks (e.g. mallard, Anas
platyrhynchos) typically feed on emergent vegetation in the open shallows.

2.1.9

Wildfowl (and waders) will utilise the short grasslands and exposed dried silt areas
around areas of water for grazing and loafing. They show a distinct preference for
extensive open fields and short grassland and low ground cover and, consequently with
a good all round view. Such fields allow potential predators, such as foxes, to be more
easily seen by the birds and therefore provide the essential element of security for the
flocks of birds. Conversely, the development of enclosure provided by hedge lines,
woodland and scrub on the land surrounding the water areas inhibits their use by
flocking bird species.

2.1.10 Individual wildfowl species show preferences for the sward height. Widgeon (Anis
Penelope) prefer a very short turf while geese would tolerate a longer sward up to
approximately 7cm. The establishment, and appropriate management of longer / taller
growing grasses, as part of the proposed areas of species diverse Neutral Grassland.
(keyed Ng on relevant Drawings showing the proposed and existing restoration
habitats), together with the distribution of compartments of interlinking broadleaved and
wet woodland and scrub, and internal and peripheral (existing / proposed mature)
enclosure hedge lines,: Proposed Outline Restoration; Nosterfield Quarry would
discourage grazing of geese and loafing in the vicinity of the water areas by reducing
the extent of all round visibility – and, consequently, that essential sense of security
favoured by the target species.
2.1.11 Gulls could also forage in nearby (permanent pasture) grassland fields, feeding on
invertebrates, but, by ‘enhancing’ the existing surrounding hedge cover / providing new
hedge lines to provide local enclosure, and encouraging the growth of tall grass species,
it is anticipated this potential problem could be significantly reduced in and around
Nosterfield Quarry.
2.1.12 In relation to the presence of gulls at Nosterfield Quarry, it is relevant to note that the
former landfill site at Tanfield, some 2 km to the south of Nosterfield Quarry has
recently been closed down and restored to woodland, thus reducing the former
attractiveness of the local area to scavenging flocking bird species, such as gulls.
2.2

Flocking Bird Management

2.2.1

The main ‘activities’ of target flocking birds that are taken account of in terms of passive
control within the BMS are feeding, loafing, roosting and breeding.

2.2.2

It is recognised as important to concentrate on the nature and landform of the final
restoration habitat design and post- restoration management as the risk reduction
mechanisms by which numbers of large flocking birds are controlled. The BMS
therefore primarily focuses on a combination of appropriate restoration habitat design, a
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considered layout of landscape restoration features, and long management provision
which, together discourage habituation by flocking bird species, such as feral gees.
2.2.3

The BMS therefore focuses on carefully considered pattern of the final restoration layout
and habitat design as the primary approach to control of numbers of the target bird
species. It is considered that the habitat design and management provisions ‘designed
in’ to the proposed final restoration of Nosterfield Quarry, including the proposed
Langwith Hall Extension, and set out within this document, would enable appropriate
control of numbers of the relevant species.

2.2.4

Active bird management tools (e.g. bird scorers, controlled flying of birds of prey,
managed shooting, etc) would be avoided in normal circumstances. Such(back up)
management measures would only be considered if the site monitoring of flocking bird
numbers indicated a locally increased problem and MOD required positive action to
effect ‘immediate ‘control’ in numbers of problem species.

2.2.5

In this respect, it should be noted that one interested landowner at Nosterfield has
specifically retained (and exercises) the shooting rights over a significant proportion of
the existing restored wetland areas at Nosterfield quarry to the west of Moor Lane. Local
farmers in the surrounding area also retain (and legally) exercise the right – as
necessary - to actively control some target species, such as feral geese, where there is
clear evidence of crop damage on surrounding farmland by such species.

3

FLOCKING BIRDS: MANAGEMENT PROVISIONS
This section of the BMS specifically addresses the restoration design provisions relating
to the control of the target birds (particularly feral geese, ducks and gulls).

3.1

Restored Habitat Types

3.1.1

Where practical and appropriate, habitat (s) attractive to the target bird species would
be avoided within the scope of the final restoration of Langwith Hall Extension.
Habitats, including ‘long’ neutral grassland’ in association with marginal wet woodland
and fringing reed - together unattractive to flocking birds, would be created around the
residual open water areas, including the proposed Langwith Hall Lake.

3.1.2

Where practical, large areas of open water (here defined as meaning over 200m from a
central point to shoreline) in all directions and open, short sward grasslands (e.g. wet
grassland and short-grass pasture) would be avoided, or minimised where practical, as
these can, on occasions, provide ideal roosting grounds for some target bird species.

3.1.3

Marginal restoration habitats, such as fringing reedbed, merging into marginal wet
woodland in parts, (which would discourage access to water areas by geese, etc) would
be developed around restored open water areas of the proposed Langwith Lake in
preference. Both these habitats are on the relevant Biodiversity Action Plans.

3.1.4

The proposed restoration scheme for the Langwith Hall Extension would not create
large areas of short grassland –typically used by foraging geese and ducks, foraging
and roosting waders, corvids, woodpigeon. While it would seek to develop marginal /
linear fringing reed around the residual water bodies to enhance their physical enclosure
and visual integration into the restored wetland landscape, it would not result in the
creation of extensive reed beds (Phragmites) which could provide starling roosts
because of the significant depth of the water.
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3.2

Restoration Landform Ground Modelling and Habitat Design

3.2.1

Where the final restoration ‘waters edge’ landform around sections of the shoreline of
restored water areas could be potentially attractive to certain species of flocking birds /
species of concern, the ‘land cover’ surrounds would be carefully formed, planted and
positively managed in such a way as to discourage access to water by target bird
species by increasing their sense of ‘insecurity.

3.2.2

Open water habitats would therefore be made less attractive for certain flocking birds
through a number of detailed landform / landscaping design provisions on final
restoration:
•

Shorelines would be planted with fringing reed (Phragmites australis) and
consideration would be given to the associated introduction of willow (Salix
spp.) and alder (Lanus glutinous) – forming willow / alder carr and wet woodland
– merging into fringing reed - in sections as part of the longer term site
Management Plan. Such relatively tall vegetation – reinforced by appropriate
fencing, alongside open water discourages geese from entering that water (ref.
Appendix 2 BMS WA iii).

•

Gulls prefer a minimum 100m radius of uninterrupted view over open water.
Open water of this nature would be limited in so far as is practically possible
and commensurate with the economics of sand and gravel extraction at
Nosterfield.

Subject to the disposition and depth of the sand and gravel reserves, together with the
method of working, a lake shoreline profile – which would substantially reflect the edge
of the proposed sand and gravel extraction - would be locally configured / micro-profiled
to discourage target birds and to encourage the colonisation by fringing reed.
In parts, such as sections of the western and southern ‘shoreline’ of Langwith Lake,
some approach slopes / marginal slopes around the edge of the water areas could
locally be constructed / formed to be as steep as practicable to discourage certain
flocking birds, such as geese, entering the water ref. Appendix 2: BMS WA (iii and v).
Steep (margin) slopes, leading relatively quickly into deeper water (> 1.5.m) restrict
water edge feeding opportunities for dabbling ducks, as they are unable to reach aquatic
vegetation when 'upending' to feed. Ref: Appendix 2; BMS WA (v)
•

In the proposed Langwith Lake, water depths over much of the area would
generally be 6 -7m plus, (reflecting the depth of the reserves of sand and gravel
to be quarried). Such depths, other than along the sections of the northern and
eastern side ( where there would be relatively more extensive fringing reed,
backed by wet woodland of alder and willow sop, would also inhibit diving
ducks and swans accessing and feeding on submerged vegetation, ref.
Appendix 2 WA (v).

• Temporary fencing, would be extensively used in association with the
establishment of fringing reed and willow spilling where appropriate (as along sections
of the western / southern shore of the main lake) would physically prevent access to the
water by target birds until the appropriate taller marginal vegetation is established and
robust.
Establishing fringing reed, with occasional willow spiling as bank
reinforcement, would normally be protected by appropriate fencing at least 1m high
which, in time, itself could be partially concealed within suitable marginal vegetation
types (ref. Appendix 2: BMS WA iv).
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Inaccessible islands would be avoided as they provide predator-free roosting and
breeding sites.
3.2.3

Efforts would be made to ensure that terrestrial habitats would be unsuitable for target
flocking birds through a number of detailed design provisions including
areas of (tall / long sward) Neutral Grassland (Ng) within the site area would also be
broken up by grouped tree planting and interlinking hedgerows, to create smaller
grassland enclosures .By incorporating clumps of broadleaved woodland trees and/or
indigenous scrub, linked to existing retained hedgerows and hedgerow tree cover,
restricted areas of neutral grassland (Ng) would created. These restricted areas would
be actively managed to remain unsuitable for problem species (while passerine species
– already found to be present on the Nosterfield site in significant numbers – would be
encouraged by such restoration landscape features).

3.2.4

Typical shoreline profiles / habitat option treatments are shown diagrammatically on
Figure No. BMS 1 (Appendix 2).

3.3

Restoration Habitat Aftercare and Management

3.3.1

The proposed aftercare and longer term management of the restored site would be set
out and clearly defined in a (Site) Restoration Management Plan (RMP). The aims,
objectives and proposals for the active long term management of both the Langwith
Extension site, together with the previously restored areas of Nosterfield Quarry which
are in the ownership of Tarmac Ltd, would be clearly defined in this document which
would incorporate appropriate longer term measures for the continued control of flocking
bird numbers, identified in the long term monitoring results.
The RMP would take account of the prevailing MOD guidance and the responsibility and
the landowner’s obligations to protect agricultural crop production in the surrounding
area.

3.4

Supporting Measures

3.4.1 Monitoring of flocking bird species.
.
3.4.1.1. A system for the programmed monitoring and recording, including daily inspection of the
target bird populations and their activities would be established by Tarmac Ltd at
Nosterfield Quarry. An initial collation of available bird data has already been
undertaken by consultant ecologists. Bird monitoring surveys would continue would be
undertaken at such frequencies as would be required in the RMP.
3.4.1.2. This monitoring would also inform and refine the management of the restored areas and
allow an assessment of the provisions to be made and improvements undertaken as
required.
3.4.1.3. Bird monitoring data for Nosterfield Quarry would be regularly passed on to the Ministry
of Defence / Defence Estates (Safeguarding Officer) on a three monthly basis.
Paragraph xxxx: Schedule x (check cross reference) of the Section 106 Agreement
allows the Ministry of Defence reasonable access to the site for the purpose of verifying
bird populations.
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3.4.1.4. During the operational period of the Langwith Extension site, the daily monitoring
of the site would be undertaken by the Quarry Manager (or, by his appointed
assistant).
3.4.1.5 The monitoring procedure during the mineral extraction period for the Langwith
Extension would therefore include:•

A daily inspection of the Langwith site and Nosterfield Quarry as a whole
for the presence of target species;

•

The recording of flocking species being found on the site in a daily log in
terms of species, location, approximate numbers and a broad description
of bird behaviour (roosting, loafing, or feeding) at the time of survey;

•

Any recommendations in respect of the implementation of active
controls;

•

The compilation of a 3-monthly summary of the daily logs, including any
relevant comments on any changes of target bird behaviour noted over
the summary period; and

•

The submission of the 3 monthly summaries to both North Yorkshire
County Council and to MOD (Defence Estates).

3.4.1.6. It is anticipated that continued monitoring, at a lesser frequency, would be
required following the cessation of operational activity at Langwith. The nature
and frequency of post-operational monitoring would be determined in the context
of the wider Nosterfield Quarry site, including Ladybridge Farm and Langwith
Extension sites, (and any future mineral working which might be undertaken by
Tarmac Ltd in the local area). The effectiveness of the various restoration and
habitat creation measures that have been put in place, as well as the records of
the monthly log summaries, together with the operational status of RAF Leeming /
Dishforth, would all be regularly jointly reviewed as part of the long term site
management procedure to be set out in the RMP. It is anticipated that such
reviews would be undertaken in conjunction with representatives of North
Yorkshire County Council and the nominated Defence Estates Safeguarding
Officer at agreed appropriate intervals.
3.4.2

At present, the post-operational period of the quarry would be deemed to
commence when the final restoration, landscaping, and the associated aftercare
period, of the final phase of working at Ladybridge Farm extension site has been
practically completed (in 2014 / 2015 and is under aftercare.

3.4.3

The post-operational period would terminate at the expiration of the agreed
restoration management period.

3.4.4

During the post-operational period, it is proposed that the continued monitoring of
the whole site would be undertaken on a weekly basis for a period of 12 months.
At the expiration of the first 12-month period, and at 12-monthly intervals after
that, the frequency of monitoring shall be agreed in writing with the County
Planning Authority. This would allow for flexibility in monitoring to take account of
the effects of the establishment of restoration habitats, the recorded occurrence
of flocking bird species at the site and the operational status of RAF Leeming /
Dishforth (as applicable).
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4.

INTERIM RESTORATION (PENDING FINAL RESTORATION) FLOCKING
BIRD MANAGEMENT

4.1

Some of the working and management provisions detailed for the final restoration of the
Langwith Extension can also be used during the working period (and progressive
restoration) of the proposed Langwith Extension to deter target birds from the
Nosterfield Quarry site during the operational period of the site.

4.2

Subject to health and safety constraints, areas of open water could be maintained with
steeply sloping sides, prior to final formation of the margin of Langwith Lake

4.3

Developing progressive restoration vegetation, e.g. establishing fringing reeds, which
could be attractive to feeding geese when planted out as small, 2 year old transplants,
would be fenced off during establishment period to discourage damage / access by
birds. For example, temporary barrier (stock proof mesh type) fencing could be used to
successfully prevent geese from feeding on the emerging fringing reed, as has
successfully used on the fringing reed around water areas at Tarmac’s Scorton Quarry,
North Yorkshire (and around the existing and the now established reedbed at the
western end of Flasks Lake, Nosterfield Quarry.

4.4

In sections and as far as is practical, restoration of the overall final landform could follow
immediately behind quarrying activities on a (working) phase by phase basis. This
working procedure could allow appropriate marginal final restoration habitats to be
incrementally created and established - though the main part of the final (revegetation)
restoration works would inevitably be undertaken at the end of the projected mineral
extraction period.

4.5

Appropriate agricultural land management, agreed with the local farmers, on the
farmland surrounding Nosterfield Quarry, could assist in controlling flocking bird
numbers by reducing feeding opportunities. For example, early ‘ploughing in’ of cereal
crop stubble can assist by reducing (offsite) autumn / winter feeding opportunities for
geese.

4.6

The flocking bird management species set out in this document would be used in
combination to achieve the objective of controlling the numbers of target species, both
during the extended operational period of mineral extraction and after final restoration
during
the
longer
term
restoration
management
period
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5.

ACTIVE FLOCKING BIRD MANAGEMENT

5.1

Selective ‘active’ bird management / control within the Nosterfield Quarry site area on
land / water in the ownership of Tarmac Ltd would be regarded as the 'last resort option'
at Nosterfield Quarry when required by MOD. However there may be localised areas of
the site that could require active management on a short-term basis, particularly at the
final restoration stage and during the initial aftercare / establishment period of the
proposed marginal vegetation. During the operational period of the quarry and
subsequently during the RMP period, if any active controls were agreed by the
interested parties required, they would sensitively be undertaken by Tarmac or their
nominated agents, or the landowner(s) / local farmer, or their appointed land /
restoration management agent(s).

5.2

While this document necessarily acknowledges that ‘active’ bird management measures
for feral geese may need to be available should they be required by Defence Estates,
passive (design) control measures would be routinely established and relied upon on
the restored site.

5.3

Although it is expected that passive control methods, such as fencing (temporary and
permanent) together with the proposed distribution of woodland tree and hedgerow
planting (with its attendant post and stock proof wire fencing) would be effective, active
management may also be required while alterations are made to passive control
measures that may not be not totally effective. The provision for flocking bird monitoring
and for active management measures to be employed (should that be deemed
necessary by Defence Estates after appropriate risk assessment) would form also part
of the longer term Site Management Plan.

5.4

It should be noted that Tarmac have already established a bird monitoring (species and
numbers) programme for the whole of the Nosterfield site to establish an acceptable
baseline.

5.5

Effective, active control may use a range of different techniques in order to combat the
tendency for birds to habituate to deterrents. The type(s) of active control used, the area
over which these might be employed and the frequency of use would be dependant
upon prevailing circumstances, which would be informed by the established bird / site
monitoring programme. The (occasional) active controls, which have been selectively
employed elsewhere in relation to aircraft safeguarding, include bird scares, egg-oiling
of feral geese, controlled /licensed flying of birds of prey licensed and controlled /
licensed shooting on adjoining farmland and - to prevent successful breeding -.

5.6

At all times, regard would be had to local amenity and public safety together with the
need to afford appropriate protection of non-target species. Active bird controls would
only be employed by Tarmac Ltd, or its agents, within the Nosterfield Quarry site area
when – in the opinion of Defence Estates Safeguarding Officer - the monitoring regime
in place at the time indicates that target birds / species of concern on the site constitute
a potentially real threat to aircraft safety.

5.7

Tarmac Ltd. would agree to allow the Ministry of Defence / Defence Estates access to
the land during the Management Plan period in order to monitor the implementation of
active bird control measures (Paragraph 6.4.4 of Schedule of the Section 106
Agreement).
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6.0 SUMMARY
6.1

This bird management strategy (BMS) for Nosterfield Quarry presents a solution to the
risk of bird strike. It is based on the effective combination of sound science; monitoring;
appropriate risk assessment; an approved Restoration Management Plan; and ongoing
liaison with interested parties.

7.0 REFERENCES
Airport Operators Association / General Aviation Awareness Council. August 2006.
Safeguarding of Aerodromes. Advice Note 3. Potential Bird Hazards from Amenity Landscaping
and Building Design.
Town and Country Planning (Safeguarded Aerodromes, Technical Site and Military Explosive
Storage Areas) Direction 2002
Civil Aviation Authority 2008 Birdstrike Risk Management for Aerodromes. CAP 772
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1:- List of Species.
APPENDIX 2:- Drawing BMS 1: Shoreline Treatment
APPENDIX 3:- Notes of Meeting held on 25th January 2010 at Defence Estates Offices,
Sutton Coldfield
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APPENDIX 1
Identification of flocking bird species at Nosterfield Quarry
GEESE
There are two main species of (feral) geese likely to be found on the Nosterfield Quarry site.
These species are the Canada goose and the Greylag goose. Although there a number of other
species of geese present within the UK, records to date suggest that they are unlikely to occur
at Nosterfield Quarry in significant numbers as their traditional wintering grounds are some
considerable distance from the site.

Canada goose
Branta canadensis

A large brown goose
Has a distinctive black head and neck and
large white throat patch.

Greylag goose
Anser anser
The greylag is the largest and bulkiest of the
wild geese native to the UK and Europe.
The key identification feature is the large
heavy orange bill.
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GULLS
Individual species of gulls can be difficult to identify, especially immature birds or those in winter
plumage. However, identification down to species is not necessarily required.
Gulls are generally rather stocky birds with grey / white plumage.
The three species illustrated show key features and should allow the birds to be identified as
gulls.

Lesser black-backed gull
Larus fuscus

Black-headed gull
Larus ridibundus

Herring gull
Larus argentatus

DUCKS
Fourteen species of ducks breed regularly in the UK (and many more migrate south from the
Arctic to winter in the UK). The selection below shows the three species most likely to be found
at / Lang with / Nosterfield Quarry - though other species old occur.
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The three species illustrated below show key features to facilitate identification.

Mallard
Anas platyrhynchos
The mallard is a large and heavy looking
duck. It has a long body and a long and
broad bill. The male has a dark green head, a
yellow bill, is mainly purple-brown on the
breast and grey on the body. The female is
mainly brown with an orange bill.

Tufted duck
Aythya fuligula
The tufted duck is a medium-sized duck.
It has a black head, neck, breast and back.
The side of the body are white. White on the
sides. The crest or tuft cannot always be
seen.

Pochard
Aythya ferina
The male is pale grey with a rusty red head
and neck, and a black breast and tail. The
female is brown with a darker brown head.

OTHER SPECIES
LAPWING (Green Plover)
Noted for its slow, irregular wing beat in flight and a shrill, wailing cry. Its length is 10-16 inches.
They are a subfamily of medium-sized wading birds which also includes the plovers and
dotterels.
In Europe, "lapwing" often refers specifically to the Northern Lapwing, as the only member of
this group to occur in most of the continent.
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Lapwing
Vanellus vanellus
Also known as the peewit in imitation of its
display calls, its proper name describes its
wavering flight. Its black and white
appearance and round-winged shape in flight
make it distinctive, even without its splendid
crest. This familiar farmland bird has suffered
significant declines recently and is now a Red
List species.

SWAN
Swans, genus Cygnus, are birds of the family Anatidae, which also includes geese and ducks.
Swans are grouped with the closely related geese in the subfamily Anserinae where they form
the tribe Cygnini.
Swans usually mate for life, though 'divorce' does sometimes occur, particularly following
nesting failure. The number of eggs in each clutch ranges from three to eight.

Mute Swan
Cygnus olor
The mute swan is a very large white water
bird. It has a long S-shaped neck, and an
orange bill with black at the base of it. Flies
with its neck extended and regular slow wing
beats. The population in the UK has
increased recently, perhaps due to better
protection of this species.
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APPENDIX 2
Shoreline Treatments
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BMS WA (iii)

BMS WA (iv)

Steep banks to discourage target
birds from entering water

Low Visibility Fencing (eg. temporary 'netlon' fencing or
post and wire) to prevent access to open water by target
birds

Alder/Willow species
wet woodland

Fringing vegetation or willow spiling
to support steep bank

Alder/Willow species
wet woodland

>4m depth of water

Low visibility fencing

BMS WA (v)
Fringing vegetation (eg. common reed) or willow
spiling to discourage target birds from entering
the water

CLIENT

Tarmac Ltd, PO Box 5, Fell Bank, Birtley,
Chester-Le-Street, Co. Durham, DH3 2ST

Alder/Willow species
wet woodland

LAN DSCAPE
EIA

>4m depth of water
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Appendix 3
Notes of Meeting held on 25th January 2010 at Defence Estates Offices, Sutton Coldfield
Re; the review and development of the Bird Management Strategy related to the proposed
Planning Application to extend mineral working (the proposed Langwith Extension) at Nosterfield
Quarry, North Yorkshire.
Present
Jon Wilson . Defence Estates Safeguarding Officer – Statutory and Offshore
Chris Evans. Defence Estates Assistant Safeguarding Officer
Nick Beale. Estates Manager, Tarmac Ltd.
Alan Coe; Zone Quarry Manager, Tarmac Ltd
Malcolm Ratcliff. Charis Consultancy Planning Consultant for the proposed Planning Application
/ EIA.
Mike Glen: Landscape Architect,GlenKemp Ltd
Kevin Honour (Ecologist: Argus Ecology / GlenKemp Ltd.
(A copy of the approved Bird Management Strategy for the Ladybridge Farm Extension
(Reduced Application) together with draft Drg Nos. GKL 2A; Jan 2010 and GK Fig xx March
2009 illustrating the approximate extent and location of the proposed Langwith Extension
relative to existing approved mineral working at Nosterfield Quarry had been made available to
Defence Estates (DE) prior to the meeting)
1.Site location and history.
1.1 Nosterfield Quarry is located approximately 9 km south west of RAF Leeming.
1.2.The quarry supplies some 25% of the sand and gravel used in the County of North Yorkshire
1.3 Tarmac’s current operations at Nosterfield Quarry are centred on the following two planning
permissions
i) 1995 permission (the planning application area for which covered some 105 ha in total: sand
and gravel working under this consent has now been substantially completed, resulting in some
48 ha of water made up of 4 lakes of varying sizes and an 3 ha area of reed bed
ii) 2009. Permission for Ladybridge Farm (Reduced Area) is currently being worked and will
result in a further 4 areas of water totalling approx 15 ha
iii) The final restoration of the proposed Langwith Extension, would extend the existing total area
of open water at Nosterfield Quarry by some 14 ha. It is anticipated, after mineral extraction, the
resultant Langwith Lake would be used for recreational amenity ie, sailing (rather than nature
conservation), but that longer term use does not form part of the current proposal.
1.4, The more recent Ladybridge Farm application was the subject of Judicial Review (s),
promoted by local objectors (the Friend of Thornborough Henges) which was mainly related to a
number of procedural issues but also focussed on the predicted effects of the (flocking) Bird
Management Strategy (BMS) which formed part of the approved S 106 Agreement . While the
judicial Review
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found in favour of North Yorkshire CC (and Tarmac, as an Interested Party), Tarmac are keen to
reach agreement with Defence Estates on the details and safeguarding procedures to be
included in a bird management strategy for the planning application / S106 Agreement for the
proposed Langwith Extension which is scheduled to be submitted in June 2010.
Defence Estates confirmed that the operational use of RAF Leeming was likely to be reviewed
as part of a wider assessment but that no decisions had been made in this respect. It should
therefore be assumed that MOD would continue to require appropriate bird management
measures in appropriate circumstances to ensure the risk of bird strike within the RAF Leeming
Safeguarding area was not increased.
Defence Estates welcomed pre-consultation with Tarmac on the flocking bird management
issues in respect of wetland restoration following sand and gravel extraction. In this respect, DE
indicated that they were particularly concerned with concentrations of flocking or hazard bird
species numbers – particularly roosting gulls - in relation to (local) landfill operations. It was
noted that the relatively nearby Yorwaste landfill operation at Tanfield had recently been closed
and was being restored to woodland / grassland.
DE acknowledged certain species of hazard bird, such as Canada Geese, had generally
increased in number in the UK
DE indicated that their approach was to minimise the risk of and reduce the potential for bird
strike hazard within the safeguarding zone as far as practical and to ensure that there was no
potential for a significant increase in numbers of hazard bird species
This approach included carefully considered restoration design measures
This approach would be supported by monitoring of sites, such as Nosterfield Quarry which
could potentially support significant numbers of flocking birds and determine any action required
in the form of a ‘call up plan’ of appropriate action to be undertaken by the landowner / lessee,’
to control an identified problem

The issue of the presence of wintering flocks of lapwing (a UK BAP spp.) – essentially
concentrated on the exposed areas of exposed silt at the western end of Lingham Water - was
raised by Tarmac who indicated that it was likely that the 'attactiveness' of such areas would be
reduced by the development of reclonising willow (Salix spp.) scrub over such areas. Tarmac
also indicated that they were examining the option of reclaiming such areas for agricultural use a
part of the progressive restoration of Nosterfield Quarry
DE outlined various restoration design measures which would discourage flocking birds
including the following:
• Avoidance of extensive areas of open water which could encourage significant numbers
of roosting gulls by ensuring a minimum distance of less than 100 m from shoreline to
the centre of water area.
• Maximise depth of water to inhibit feeding opportunities for diving ducks
• The formation of steeply sloping ‘bank profiles’ and, if necessary fencing, to inhibit
waterfowl access to and from the water areas
• Avoidance of refuge areas, such as islands, to restrict ‘safe’ breeding opportunities for
wetland species
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Establish and maintain strong marginal planting of reed (Phragmites australis) and tall
grassland; wet woodland linked to small scale field pattern in turn enclosed with
hedgerows and woodland, - all designed to create fear of predator access to target /
hazard species.

The identification of a long term restoration management agency, such as the Yorkshire Wildlife
Trust as envisaged by Tarmac at Nosterfield, with capacity for monitoring numbers of hazard
bird species
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